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Antibiotic Stewardship in Long-Term
Care Facilities

Why nursing homes and assisted-living facilities need to reduce antibiotic use—and how they
can do it

Overview
The use and misuse of antibiotics are major contributors to the development of antibiotic-resistant bacteria. A
significant proportion of antibiotics used in long-term care (LTC) facilities is inappropriate by drug selection (or
choice), or altogether unnecessary, and places residents at risk for developing antibiotic-resistant infections.1
Despite this, antibiotics are often prescribed inappropriately across health care settings, including LTC facilities,
in the United States. Implementing programs to ensure that these drugs are prescribed only for indicated uses
would slow the growth of resistance in this vulnerable population.
LTC facilities are residential institutions, including nursing homes and assisted-living facilities, that provide a
wide range of health, personal, and supportive care to the elderly and disabled.2 Close living quarters, frequent
socializing, and group activities increase the chance that antibiotic-resistant infections can spread among
residents.3 Antibiotic stewardship programs (ASPs), which aim to ensure that antibiotics are prescribed only
when necessary, are critical for combating the public health threat posed by resistant pathogens.

Infections and antibiotic overuse in long-term care facilities
Approximately 15,000 LTC facilities in the United States provide care to an estimated 1.7 million people.4 They
serve patients whose often complex medical needs leave them susceptible to illnesses that can lead to death,
and to higher health care costs.5 Infection rates among LTC residents nationwide are estimated to be as high as 12
percent, with pneumonia and urinary tract infections being the most common.6
A 2003 study conducted in the U.S. and Canada showed that nearly 80 percent of LTC residents received at
least one course of antibiotics over a 12-month period.7 Moreover, the study found that antibiotics are frequently
prescribed in the absence of appropriate diagnostic exams.8 Such extensive use of antibiotics, exacerbated by
high rates of infections, can lead to the emergence of antibiotic-resistant infections in LTC facilities.9 Antibiotic
overuse can also increase the risk of adverse events such as allergic reactions, as well as Clostridium difficile
infection, a potentially lethal diarrheal illness that is a growing threat in LTC facilities.10

 TC facilities can safeguard patients from the harms associated
L
with unnecessary antibiotic use—and slow the growth of antibiotic
resistance—by implementing some or all of the elements of a
stewardship program.”

Antibiotic stewardship programs in long-term care facilities
While the number of hospitals with ASPs has gradually increased in the past decade, widespread implementation
of these programs in LTC facilities has been limited, often because of difficulties in tailoring ASPs to meet the
unique resource and staffing limitations of these institutions.11 In an effort to bolster stewardship activities in
these settings, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services recently proposed a rule requiring all LTC facilities
to implement an ASP that includes both antibiotic prescribing protocols and a system to monitor the use of these
drugs.12
To further support the optimization of antibiotic use in LTC facilities, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention released in September 2015 The Core Elements of Antibiotic Stewardship for Nursing Homes, a guide
that outlines seven useful components for implementing successful ASPs in these settings (see box).13 These
guidelines identify activities that can be carried out in a stepwise fashion to reduce inappropriate antibiotic
use and prevent the growth of resistance, and they also tailor suggestions to meet the resource and funding
challenges prevalent at many LTC facilities. With this guidance, every LTC facility should select one or two
initial stewardship activities to implement and should expand strategies and policies over time to ensure the
improvement of antibiotic use and the protection of residents.
LTC facilities can safeguard patients from the harms associated with unnecessary antibiotic use—and slow the
growth of antibiotic resistance—by implementing some or all of the elements of a stewardship program.

Summary of The Core Elements of Antibiotic Stewardship for Nursing Homes
•• Leadership commitment
Demonstrate support and commitment to safe and appropriate antibiotic use in your facility.
•• Accountability
Identify physician, nursing, and pharmacy leads responsible for promoting and overseeing
antibiotic stewardship activities in your facility.
•• Drug expertise
Establish access to consultant pharmacists or other individuals with experience or training in
antibiotic stewardship for your facility.
•• Action
Implement at least one policy or practice to improve antibiotic use.
•• Tracking
Monitor at least one process measure of antibiotic use and at least one outcome from
antibiotic use in your facility.
•• Reporting
Provide regular feedback on antibiotic use and resistance to prescribing clinicians, nursing
staff, and other relevant staff.
•• Education
Provide resources to clinicians, nursing staff, residents, and families about antibiotic
resistance and opportunities for improving antibiotic use.
Source: Reproduced from The Core Elements of Antibiotic Stewardship for Nursing Homes published by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
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